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She thinks he's an arrogant playboy. He thinks she's an uptight prude. But he's about to make her an offer she
can't refuse. Nicola Price used to have it all – a great career, the perfect boyfriend, an excessive shoe
collection and an apartment in one of San Francisco’s best neighborhoods. But when she gets knocked up
and her a**hat boyfriend leaves her high and dry, Nicola’s perfectly crafted world comes tumbling down.
And stays that way. Now, Nicola is the proud single mom to a five-year old daughter and living a giant lie.
She can barely afford their ghetto apartment and all the men she dates run when they hear she comes with a
child. She’s struggling and scared – and nowhere near where she thought she’d be at age thirty-one. Her
saving grace comes in the form of a tall, handsome and wealthy Scotsman Bram McGregor, the older brother
of her friend Linden. Bram understands a thing or two about pride, so when tragic circumstances place
Nicola at rock bottom, he offers them a place to live in the apartment complex he owns. It’s pretty much the
perfect deal, so as long as she doesn’t mind living beside Bram, a man that, despite his generosity, seems to
antagonize her at every turn. But nothing in life is free and as Nicola gets her feet back on the ground, she
discovers that the enigmatic playboy may end up costing her more than she thought. She might just lose her
heart. Those McGregor brothers are nothing but trouble…
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From reader reviews:

Rhonda Munoz:

Spent a free time to be fun activity to complete! A lot of people spent their down time with their family, or
their friends. Usually they doing activity like watching television, going to beach, or picnic inside park. They
actually doing ditto every week. Do you feel it? Do you want to something different to fill your personal free
time/ holiday? May be reading a book can be option to fill your totally free time/ holiday. The first thing you
ask may be what kinds of publication that you should read. If you want to test look for book, may be the
book untitled The Offer can be very good book to read. May be it could be best activity to you.

Sonya Ewing:

Do you really one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you are in the book store? Aim
to pick one book that you never know the inside because don't assess book by its cover may doesn't work the
following is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not while fantastic as in the outside
look likes. Maybe you answer is usually The Offer why because the wonderful cover that make you consider
about the content will not disappoint you. The inside or content is actually fantastic as the outside or cover.
Your reading sixth sense will directly assist you to pick up this book.

James McDonald:

The book untitled The Offer contain a lot of information on this. The writer explains the woman idea with
easy means. The language is very straightforward all the people, so do not necessarily worry, you can easy to
read the item. The book was written by famous author. The author will bring you in the new time of literary
works. It is possible to read this book because you can keep reading your smart phone, or device, so you can
read the book inside anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open their official web-
site as well as order it. Have a nice examine.

Margaret Morales:

In this period of time globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make
someone to understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information easier
to share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, newspapers, book, and soon.
You will see that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. The actual book that recommended
to you is The Offer this book consist a lot of the information in the condition of this world now. This specific
book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The dialect styles that writer value to explain it is
easy to understand. The particular writer made some investigation when he makes this book. That's why this
book ideal all of you.
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